Moreover, even though base growth has been essentially trendless over the decade, the core inflation rate moved from around 5 percent in the early seventies to almost 10 percent at the end of 1980.
Given the stability of annual growth rates of the base, and the not too unstable quarterly growth rates, the wide fluctuations in the economy between 1971 and 1980 can hardly be attributed to volatility in the base over periods shorter than a quarter. The problem with base targeting is that the monetary base is a faulty gauge of the effect of monetary policy on the economy.
Comment on Federal Reserve Control of the Money Stock

By Allan H. Meltzer
Ralph Bryant tells us both at the start and at the end of his paper that the issue he discusses is of minor importance. His announced aim is pedagogical; he seeks to eliminate one source of confusion or misperception about monetary control. Some misled economists and 4 4 most noneconomists . . . seem to believe that the Federal Reserve can straightforwardly cause the money stock to follow a target path closely-month by month-provided only that the Federal Reserve conscientiously tries to do so." This is not so, Bryant tells us. His paper attempts to explain why. Regrettably, he gives as much attention to transitory fluctuations in float or excess reserves as to serially correlated, persistent disturbances in borrowing or demand deposits. He neglects the serious issues that divide the Federal Reserve and its critics.
In the following section, I discuss Bryant's paper and mention some main issues about procedure that he neglects. Then I summarize some of the available evidence, produced by the Federal Reserve staff, on potential control of money, and compare actual variability to the measures of variability produced by the Federal Reserve's staff in [2] . This later section tries to bring out the differences between us; differences that are easy to state but, apparently difficult to resolve. Bryant's statement of the issue is, 4 'the natural interpretation ... is to ascribe a major part of the week-to-week and month-to-month irregularity in the money stock to nonpolicy factors beyond the control of the Federal Reserve rather than to available mistakes m the conduct of policy." Many critics believe that variability of the money stock is not independent of the procedures that the Federal Reserve uses. That is why I devote space to a comparison between actual and potential control instead of concentrating on the admittedly minor issues to which Bryant directs our attention 1 I ANALYSIS OF OPERATING PROCEDURES Bryant lists two sources of confusion about monetary policy in addition to the 1¿ y , m TD°n e WhiCh hC dCVOtes P rinci P al attention-the mistaken belief that the Federal Reserve can control money "closely." One of these is the inadequate analysis of the procedures used for short-term control. The other is a "poor understanding of the two-stage decision process implicit in the strategy of using a policy m°ney St0Ck 35 3 SUIT08ate fOT thC U,dmate targets °f economic Discussion of the two-stage procedure, under conditions of uncertainty about the duration of shocks to money, output, labor, and securities markets, would be useful. Some of the original arguments for the procedure emphasized the absence of detailed knowledge about the structure of the system and the nature of shocks [41 Perhaps the most important reason for retaining the two-stage procedure is that the use of targets such as the monetary base, nonborrowed reserves, or market interest i™ ml r.ST? the ) m°"ey St0Ck fr°m Colla P sin *' as » did ^ ^e depression from 1931 to 1933^A reader of Bryant's discussion of the two-stage procedure does not learn that the Federal Reserve failed to function as lender of last resort in 2 thirties, in part because market interest rates seemed "low." Bryant ignores any elation between the choice of operating procedures and either the depression of the thirties or the inflation of the sixties, seventies, and eighties. The reader has no way of knowing whether the past fifteen years of inflation could have been avoided or whether the occurrence of inflation is independent of the operating procedures and techniques at the Federal Reserve. If he concludes that the emergence of inflation and its increase dunng the seventies is independent of the operating procedures and practices of the Federal Reserve, he must accept one of two alternative expLna E,ther the inflat,on is 311 inevitable consequence of the political and economic arrangements in the U.S. or in the world, and thus could not have been avoided or the experience is the result of probationary policies fostered deliberately by the Federal Reserve.
satisfactory, reliable equaTon fo^^^ Reserve faces .n its efforts to estimate a of errors in the borrowmgequaUonoTdTferem ml« 2 P ro f d , ure 'hat reduces the importance these persistent errors smaller or "¿ss^costfy 6 fluc,uat,ons ln borrowing, would make
There is no reason to believe that the governors of the Federal Reserve and the members of the Federal Open Market Committee are a changing group of willful, malevolent men who set out to inflate the economy. Nor is there reason to believe that the inflation is entirely the result of political arrangements, although these undoubtedly played a role in the process and raised the cost of slowing inflation, once inflation became established.
If we rule out malevolence, chance, and political arrangements as full explanations of the relation of money growth to inflation and deflation and of the contribution of monetary policy to periodic recessions, we must consider the contribution of operating procedures. Part of the economist's problem is to explain why monetary policy is procyclical (why money growth is higher in periods of economic expansion than in recessions), why the average rate of money growth rose from cycle to cycle during the past fifteen years, and why the Federal Reserve permitted money to fall during the depression of the thirties. About twenty years ago a series of studies by Meigs [9], Dewald [5] , Friedman and Schwartz [6], Brunner and Meltzer [3] , and later by Weintraub [12] contributed an explanation in which Federal Reserve procedures fostered procyclical monetary growth, increased the variability of money growth, and increased uncertainty about future prices and output. Bryant does not address these issues.
Bryant's paper pays no attention to the main issues about procedures that divide the Federal Reserve and its critics. All economists can accept, perhaps for different reasons, Bryant's strictures that perfect monetary control-(near) zero monthly deviation from target-is impossible. Here there is no serious dispute. Two more relevant issues are (1) whether Federal Reserve control procedures and procedures for seasonal adjustment increase or reduce the variance of money growth and the size of deviations, and (2) whether changes in regulations for reserve requirements, discounting, and interest ceilings-among others-would enable the Federal Reserve to reduce the size of deviations and improve control under all or most of the proposed operating procedures. Bryant now agrees that a shift to contemporaneous reserve accounting would reduce the size of errors, but he offers no analysis of other proposals, preferring to lash out at unnamed 4 'zealous protagonists" instead of offering evidence. 2 Transitory changes in the money market are not-and as far as I know have never been-a central issue. The reason is obvious. Transitory changes in the levels of money or interest rates, by definition, have no lasting effect. There are, perhaps, minor issues about the economic efficiency with which such daily or weekly changes are offset. The resources at the trading desk and at the board may not be employed optimally. The money market may be able to reduce the cost of smoothing seasonal fluctuations or intraweekly fluctuations in float. I do not wish to denigrate these issues totally, but they are not the issues that I consider central to the discussion of the past twenty years or more. There are two more important issues about transitory changes. One is the degree to which Federal Reserve operating procedures introduce more variability than they remove. The other is the degree to which the Federal Reserve misinterprets persistent changes as transitory changes and moves market mterest rates (or reserves) too much or too little, too Lt or foo slowly, too frequently or not frequently enough. The persistent errors show that large. persistent errors are made for a year, eighteen months, or perhaps longer The these errors C " * altemative P ro^u res can avoM A central issue dividing the Federal Reserve and the critics of its procedures is whether current monetary arrangements reduce the risks that members of sockty must bear to an irreducible minimum or increase these risks. By current arrangements I mean the pohcy rules, operating principles, and institutionalized procedures that, together, constitute monetary policy. Particular aspects of this problem include the credibility of (or skepticism about) announcements; the type of annou^mem that are made; the degree to which deviations from announced target an b reduced by changing operating procedures and traditional practices-the speed with which departures from announced targets are coated; the ci«^^^ which hey are con-ected or are treated as transitory, self-correcting changes and the extent to which rules and operating procedures increase the variability of pricesand output and add to the uncertainty that must be borne P To avoid misunderstanding, let me define monetary policy broadly as the set of procedures, rules, arrangements, and techniques for providing money finclude the tactics and strategies for giving and withholding information about cu^nt pas ' and future policy and the whole set of arrangements ranging from the c W of monetary standard to the choice of a definition for demand deposits adjusted and trivialities such as the differences between "due from" and "due to" in the tie gate. The central issue, I believe, is how monetary policy can be conduc ed o minimize the variability and uncertainty that society must Jar in a wo rid lb ect o random shocks of unknown duration and, at times, of unknown origin Bryant . empirical work relies on the board's monthly model. Apparently the mcxlel ignores the correlation of errors across equations. Many of the tZkorv disturbances on which he dwells affect more than one equation A one examl suppose the public unexpectedly increases its holdings of Currency A change kind can affect the errors in the equation for demand'deposit^reeTes "d member bank borrowing. The initial shock to the currency equation maTbe a^ fied or buffered by the time it reaches the money stock. Further the Zrted eTo s for currency and deposits are biased. The bias occurs because B^aXqUaZ stimate ^relative rates of change of real currency holdings 2d realSosi holdings. 3 The predictions from these equations are used to compu e evels o ev7 C T y hi?i dC 7 itS and ^ C°nVerted 10 values using7et,u7 ^veL This procedure is equivalent to assuming that prices are constant during a bee^moKThoKe ^"rTuhe S^s^aS^ ^ Related problems affected Bryant's demonstration at the conference of the alleged "high" variability of the multiplier of unborrowed reserves. The alleged "high" variability, according to Bryant, "undermines the presumption that shortrun changes in the multiplier are small in importance relative to the policy actions of the Federal Reserve." Bryant does not recognize that the negative correlation reflects, to high degree, the Federal Reserve's use of lag reserve requirements and its policy toward the discount rate and discounting. In fact, he argues the opposite point when he claims that the reason for the negative correlation is unimportant. His observation of "high" variability in the unborrowed reserves multiplier reflects Federal Reserve procedures. Its variability, and presumptively the variability of short-term interest rates, could be reduced by changing procedures-shifting to contemporaneous reserve requirements and simultaneously keeping the discount rate above the short-term market rate. 4 Bryant's failure to relate the size of errors to the Federal Reserve's procedures, regulations, and rules causes him to miss the opportunity to contribute to the issues he raises.
CONTROLLING MONEY
Some years ago in "Controlling Money" [10], I updated some estimates that Karl Brunner and I had prepared for our earlier study of the Federal Reserve [3] These estimates suggested that slightly more than 85 percent of the variance of monthly changes in Ml-currency and checking deposits-are systematically related to a few variables. Since that time, several more sophisticated studies have been made here and abroad of errors of forecast and of the variability of the money multiplier. In this section, I consider the potential for monetary control and propose a standard against which we can consider actual control. Then I discuss the errors we have experienced.
Potential Control
The Federal Reserve study of monetary control, to which I referred earlier summarizes some of the available evidence and provides new measurements of potential control. In [2] , Lindsey and others show that the average error in predicting the money multiplier for the twelve months from October 1979 to October 1980 is 4.0 percent (annualized) with standard deviation of 5 percent. This result is achieved using the board's monthly model, assuming that the monetary base is controlled. Lindsey and his coauthors raise some technical econometric objections to the result, and make some adjustments. After adjustment, a quantitatively similar result is achieved using other reserve aggregates to control money growth-for example, nonborrowed reserves or total reserves. Judgmental forecasts by the board s senior staff reduce the errors a bit more. Although I do not accept some of the arguments used by the authors, the principal finding that I stress does not depend on differences in procedure. Any of a number of different procedures was capable This finding is striking for two reasons. First, 1979-80 was not an easier than average year for monetary control. The introduction of credit controls in March 1980, perhaps supplemented by other aspects of President Carter's policy shift was followed by a substantial, indeed dramatic, decline in the growth of all reported monetary aggregates. The Federal Reserve study suggests repeatedly that neither the sharp dechne nor the subsequent surge in money growth was either planned or anticipated. Hence, we act prudently and take little risk if we interpret the estimated mean error and its standard deviation in the staff study as measures of the population values. Second, the measures are annualized values despite evidence showing little sena correction. A more accurate rendering of the results would recognize the low serial correlation and describe the results as showing that the mean monthly error is about ' /3 percent (0.33 percent). Allowing for the estimated standard deviations it appears reasonable to conclude that there are a number of control procedures capable of holding the average monthly growth of money within 1 percent to 2 percent of the announced target with high (95 percent) probability.
Additional information comes from three sources. First, quarterly data reported by' Lindsey and others show annualized mean errors (again for growth of M1B using different control procedures) in the range 0.6 percent to 0.8 percent. The quarterly estimates suggest that quarterly growth rates can be held within 1 percent of the target with high probability. Second, in the same volume Pierce computed the noise generated by seasonal and purely transitory random factors in the announced growth rates and levels of money. He found that the estimated annualized standard deviation of the noise in the growth of Ml is about 4.5 percent monthly and 1.7 percent quarterly^ His estimates suggest that the deviations from the annualized mean cannot be reduced much below ± 1 percent annually with 95 percent probability until seasonal adjustment procedures are improved. The conclusion, of course, depends on the model of the error term. More sophisticated models may find systematic components in Pierce's random terms. Third, Rasche has used the equations of the Johannes-Rasche [7] time series model to forecast money multipliers for one to six months ahead at each meeting of the Shadow Open Market Committee * These IZT Z Ti^ ^ 3dVanCe) f°reCaStS -Th£ y su 88 est that control of annual growth within ± 1 percent can be achieved if there is close control of the monetary base Johannes and Rasche [8] reach the same conclusion and, in addition use f™ tV neq f U t0^°w that most of the systematic error has been eliminated from their forecasts. The 1 percent error in monetary control found in several studies appears to be near the irreducible minimum error to be expected when ^ SUCh ' * " 3 Standard ^ Whkh FedCral are avai ' able from 'he authors for inspection. of targ^te racTpHh g eTnlT ^ ^^ ' * control is feasible. y 0 accept the fmd, ngs in [2] showing that better
Actual Control
How close does the Federal Reserve come to the minimum error? One measure that has become available in recent years is the deviation from preannounced target rates of growth. Table 1 shows the ranges for the preannounced targets for money growth from fourth quarter to fourth quarter for the past six years, the midpoint of the target, and the reported growth rate. I report Ml growth for 1976 through 1979 and M1B growth for 1980 and 1981. Other monetary aggregates may show a different pattern; my impression is that the conclusion I draw is not likely to depend on the choice of monetary aggregate, although the yearly errors and the reported means change. In five of the six years, reported money growth was more than 1 percent above or below the target midpoint, and in four of the six years, actual growth was outside the target. The errors, measured from the target midpoint, range from -2.25 percent to +2.4 percent. Their means is 0.9 percent with standard deviation of 1.8 percent. If the errors are measured as absolute values, the mean is 1.6 percent and the standard deviation is 0.9 percent. Judged either way, actual performance is substantially less than the attainable best. Instead of a 95 percent probability of coming within ±1 percent of the annual target, these data suggest that the 95 percent probability region is ±3.5 percent. Given that most of the errors have been positive in the small sample to date, we must use this statistic cautiously.
A second summary statistic is, perhaps, more revealing. The mean of the reported target midpoints in Table 1 is 5.6 percent; the mean of the reported growth rates is nearly 1 percent higher, 6.4 percent. The actual compound annual growth of M1B for the period is above 7 percent. Part of the latter difference, but only part, is explained by differences between the growth of M1B and the growth of Ml in the first four years. The rest mainly reflects the shifts in the base from which annual targets start-sometimes called the ratchet effect.
A discouraging finding is the evidence showing that the (absolute) errors in 1980 and 1981 are no smaller than the errors for earlier years. One explanation may be that the sample periods are too small to make any comparison meaningful. Another explanation is that the changes made in 1979, although described frequently as an effort to control money, are in fact a return to the free reserves procedures of the fifities. This point is developed in [11] .
T^. th l rd f SU , mm , ary stat ' stic measures the variability we experience within a year Table 2 of Lmdsey and others [2] reports the standard deviation of seasonally adjusted monthly and quarterly growth rates of M1B for 1971 -79 and for 1980 The quarterly annualized standard deviations for the two periods are, respectively' 3 0 percent and 6.4 percent. The comparable figure for 1981, based on preliminary minimum ^^ ^ ^^ * considerab| y above the computed 3 . CONCLUDING COMMENTS
2.
3.
My main criticism of Bryant's paper is that it fails to discuss, or even mention thrTe e :^e r ; nC,Pal ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ and itS critics " ^ 1 • Money typically grows faster during expansions than during recessions. This pattern has made inflation higher, and more variable, and has made recessions deeper and more durable, in the opinion of the critics The Federal Reserve focuses mainly on short-term (daily or weekly) fluctuaoften n"el e Chan S eS in the ^h of money are often neglected or .gnored for months or even years. Costs of reducing or increasing the money growth rate are much higher as a result Federal Reserve operations add more variability to income and prices than they remove. The Federal Reserve, on average, raises variability of income and pnces above the level that would be achieved with more stable p^ici" economy 3Ugments ' instead * reducing, variability in the Let me close with a modest proposal.
miii^T" P 7°S e °f eC°n0miC ^ lS t0 reduce the risks that People bear to the minimum inherent m nature and trading arrangements. Reaching the mTn mum ZrjST 8 :f able kn°Wledge 3bOUt ^erministic and ftcLhasTslc ture of the economy than we currently possess. We can, however, move toward the attainable mm,mum found in the studies I have cited, and in o hTxute lot within and outside the Federal Reserve.
I propose that we run the experiment-control the stock of money without relvine on estimates of the demand for money or interest rates-and eXtfthe *uIts The expenence with monetary targets during either the past six yean; or the pasi ix 
